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Abstract

Background and Aims: Infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) is the etiological agent of infectious bronchitis (IB), which is an acute and highly contagious disease of the respiratory and sometimes the urogenital tracts of chickens. In Iran, the disease has been identified in chicken flocks with serological and virus isolation methods. Gene 3c (E) encode envelop (small membrane) protein. For envelope protein tree functions has been determined: 1) Pivotal roles in virion assembly and morphogenesis 2) Induction of apoptosis and 3) Ion channel activity.

Materials and Methods: In the present study, the E gene of genome fragment of 9 IBV field isolates from Iranian poultry farms were sequenced and compared with sequences from non-Iranian origin.

Results: Results indicate that nucleotide homology among these isolates with E genes was between 80.1% to 100%. The results indicated that, we had 3 clades of IBV based on E gene in Iran: 4/91Like, Massachusetts and Gray Like.

Conclusion: Most Iranian isolates were located in 4/91 clade. In conclusion, the present study has demonstrated that the circulating IBV strains in commercial flocks in Iran based on E gene were genetically diverse and underwent continuing evolution.
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Introduction

Infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) is the etiological agent of infectious bronchitis (IB), which is an acute and highly contagious disease of the respiratory and sometimes the urogenital tracts of chickens causing tracheal rales, sneezing, coughing, a poor weight gain and reduced feed efficiency in broilers and a decline in egg production and egg shell quality in layers (1, 2).

It is economically important to the poultry industry due to the high morbidity and production losses associated with the disease. There is no specific treatment for IBV. Prevention and control are through the use of modified live or killed vaccines (1, 3).

IBV is a prototype member of the Coronaviridae family, genus Coronavirus. Its genome is a single-stranded, positive-sense linear RNA molecule of 27.6 kb. Coronaviruses are enveloped positive single-stranded RNA viruses, members of the order Nidovirales (2, 4). Their genome is 27–31kb in length and is...
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Methods

Samples
Tissue samples from suspected respiratory syndrome outbreaks in different provinces of Iran in broiler farms were collected. Trachea, lung and kidneys were obtained from 3 to 4 birds in each farm and transferred to the laboratory on ice. The flocks were vaccinated with H120, 4/91 and MA5 vaccine. Two different strains of IBV vaccines (H120, Razi) and (4/91, Intervet) were used as positive control.

Virus Isolation
Ten-day-old SPF embryonated chicken eggs were inoculated according to American Association of Avian Pathologists procedures. These eggs were incubated at 37 °C for up to 2 days, embryonic death was monitored, and then allantoic fluid was collected under routine conditions and the presence of viruses was determined by RT-PCR and sequencing. (Data has not been shown). The allantoic fluids containing virus were harvested and stored at −70 °C until use.

RNA extraction
The Viral RNA was extracted from the allantoic fluid using ExiPrep™ Viral RNA Kit from Bioneer, Korea according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For each RNA extraction, 200 µl allantoic fluid was used and RNA was eluted in 50 µl elution buffer. Extracted RNA was used immediately for cDNA synthesis or stored at −70 °C for later use.

RT-PCR
The cDNA synthesis was conducted using MMLV reverse transcriptase (200 U), random hexamers, RT-Buffer and 10 mM dNTP mixture in a total reaction volume of 20 (VIVANTIS TECHNOLOGIES, Malaysia). The thermo profile for the reverse transcription was 42 °C for 45 min, 95 °C for 5 min. The cDNA was stored at −20°C until use. The reaction mixture (50 µl) contained 5 µl of cDNA, 15 p moles of forward (CTG GTC AGC AAG TRR TWC AAM AAA TCA G) and reverse primers (GTT CAC AYT TAG CAA GCC ACT GRC C) (4 µl), and

In previous molecular studies on Iranian IBV isolates, S, M, N and 3’ UTR gene of these have been sequenced and analyzed (11-13). In the present study, the E gene of genome fragment of 9 IBV field isolates from Iranian poultry farms were sequenced and compared with sequences from non-Iranian origin.
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VIVANTIS master mix (VIVANTIS TECHNOLOGIES, Malaysia). The amplification protocol was: One step of denaturation at 95°C for 3 min, 35 cycles of 94°C /45 sec,56°C /45 sec, and 72°C/70 sec, and final extension at 72°C for 10 min.

**Agarose Gel Electrophoresis**

The RT-PCR and nested PCR products were electrophoresed on a 1% agarose gel in Tris-acetate-EDTA buffer (40 m Mof Tris and 2 m Mof EDTA, with a p H value of 8.0) containing ethidium bromide for 45 min at 100 V and visualized under ultraviolet light.

**PCR product clean up and sequencing**

The amplified products were purified from agarose gel using PCR AccuPrep® PCR Purification Kit 50 reactions (BioneerCo., Korea). Purified PCR products were used as a template for sequencing on an Applied Biosystems 373S automated DNA sequencer GenBank database accession numbers: M41 (DQ834384), H120 (FJ888351), IBN (EF602439), Connecticut 46 (FJ904717), Holte (GU393336), 4/91Like (EU526388), Delaware 072 (GU393332), Beaudette (AJ311317), MHVA59 (NC_001846), TGEV(AJ271965), SARS (NC_004718), Armidale (DQ490205), Cal1995 (FJ904714), UK/68/84 (X60712), V3-02(DQ490217), TCV (UE022526), Gray (GU393334).

**Gene Bank Accession Number**

The sequences are deposited in the GenBank through Bankkit system with the accession numbers JQ231282- JQ231289.

**Results**

The E gene with full length was obtained for the nine IBV isolates. BLAST software and Megalign programs were used to determine the sequence similarity of the E gene from the 9 IBV isolates. The length of E gene nucleotide of IBV isolates was between 288-330 nt. (Most Isolates contain321nt. The Most of Iranian IBV isolates contains 106 amino acid (AA) as the same number as most of IBV strains isolated elsewhere. The range of AA length were between 95- 109. As shown in figure 1. Results indicated that nucleotide homology among these isolates with E genes was using dye terminator cycle sequencing chemistry (Perkin-Elmer/Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, U.S.A.). Purified PCR products were sequenced from both directions.

**Sequence and phylogenetic analyses**

Sequence assembling, editing and analyses were made using BioEdit version 7.0.9.0 and the Seqman program of DNA STAR lasergene5.03. Distance based neighbour-joining and character based Neighbor Joining phylogenetic trees were generated using the Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA) software v.5.0. The neighbour-joining algorithm was implemented with the Kimura2 parameter model using a transition-to-translation ratio of 2.0. The robustness of the groupings was assessed by bootstrap resampling of 1000 replicate trees. Sequences used for comparison or phylogenetic analysis in this study were obtained from the following between 80.1% to 100%.The percent calculated was based on amino acid is between 77.8%- 100 %. The nucleotide and the amino acid identity of Iranian IBV with other reference IBVs are listed in figures 2, 3. In the phylogenetic tree analysis with references of IBV strains; it is of interest that the Iranian IBV strains were clustered into tree different branches (Figure 4). More detailed results of phylogenetic finding will be discussed.

**Discussion**

Infectious bronchitis (IB) is currently one of the important contagious diseases in poultry production. It not only causes mortality in birds, but also causes the chicken to become sensitive to other pathogens such as E. coli. It can also interfere with the immunization of NDV lentogenic vaccine strain such as Lasota. Immunization failure has frequently occurred and caused severe economic losses in recent years in Iran. In Iran, IB was first reported in 1994, and IBVs were found nearly all over the country in the following years. Recombination in coronavirus is generally believed to occur via template switching mechanism (14). Gene 3 of IBV strains contained three ORFs, 3a, 3b, and 3c. Gene 3c and gene 5b were relatively more conserved than the other genes. Gene 3c
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(E) encode envelop (small membrane) protein. For envelope protein has been determined tree functions: 1) Pivotal roles in virion assembly and morphogenesis 2) Induction of apoptosis and 3) Ion channel activity (15). Hitherward, very few studies have been carried out on E gene of corona viruses and most research were on E gene of other corona viruses. In recent years, isolation and sequence analysis of IBV strains in Iran were frequently reported, and the results showed that there are multiple genotypes of IBV circulated in Iran (16, 17).

Previous studies on Iranian IBV isolates are be focused on S segment. These findings indicate the dominant serotype is 4/91. Hashemzadeh et al reported new serotype of IBV in Iran. (Unpublished Data) With regard to this subject that envelope is a conserved gene, this difference between Iranian IBV isolates based on nucleotide and amino acid is highly significant. Phylogenetic analysis by Ghahremani et al on Iranian IBV based on both S1 gene nucleotide and amino acid deduced sequences showed that isolates of Iran were classified into two genotypes Massachusetts (3 isolates) and 4/91 (7 isolates) (16).

Molecular analysis of the nucleocapsid gene and 3' untranslated region of two infectious Bronchitis Virus field isolates from Iranian poultry farms showed 90% similarity to the commonly used IBV vaccine strains, H52 and H120. However, based on phylogenetic analyses, Iranian IBVs were found to cluster separately from the IBV vaccine strains used in Iran as well as other IBVs isolated in China, Australia and the United States (17).

The results presented here (Figure2) indicated that there were 3 clades of IBV based on E gene in Iran: 4/91Like, Massachusetts and...
Gray Like. Most Iranian isolates were located in 4/91 clade. It is very close to results from phylogenetic analysis of S segment. These clades are very close to uk/68/84 and Pheasant corana virus origin Strains. HKM2 & HKM9 which are classified in Massachusetts group and HKM3 is located in Gray group.

Mardani et al (2008) sequenced the 7.5 kb of the genomes of 17 Australian IBV strains. Envelope gene nucleotide and amino acid identities were different between classical and novel genotype (Classical: Nuc (87%-97%), AA (84.6%-97.3%) Novel: Nuc (92.1%-9.6%), AA (90.9%-94.6%)) (18).

Fig. 2. Nucleotide identities and divergences of IBV E gene Sequences. Comparison of the nine Iranian IBV field isolates and nine reference IBV strains of different serotypes (Obtained from Gene bank).

Fig. 3. Amino Acid identities and divergences of IBV E gene Sequences. Comparison of the nine Iranian IBV field isolates and nine reference IBV strains of different serotypes (Obtained from Gene bank).
In study of Book et al. on comparisons of envelope through 5B sequences of infectious bronchitis, results indicate that the 5b open reading frame (ORF) having the greatest identity (94-99%) while the identities of the E, 5a and M ORFs ranged from 87 to 100% (19). Ammayappan et al. sequenced whole genome of an infectious bronchitis virus Arkansas DPI (Ark DPI) virulent strain. Among structural genes, S1 has 97% identity with Ark 99; S2 has 100% identity with JMK and 96% to Conn; 3b 99%, and 3C to N is 100% identical to Conn strain. Ark DPI strain has high similarity (91%) with TCV based on E gene (20). Complete genome sequence analysis of a predominant infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) strain in China has been done. There are 699 nt in gene 3, encoding non-structural protein 3a, 3b and structural protein E with 174 nt, 192 nt and 327 nt, respectively. E
protein was also the most similar to S14 and LDT3 with 95.5% identity. In phylogenetic analysis, strains grouped with most Chinese isolates into one Sub cluster (21). In complete genome sequence analyses of H120 strain (Zhang et al., 2010), reveal that H120 E gene has nucleotide identities with other IBV strains between 73.9%-97.3%. There were three ORFs in gene 3 including 3a (174nt), 3b (195nt), and 3c (330nt), encoding proteins of sizes 57, 64, and 109 aa in length, respectively. Also, in the trees based on structural genes of S1, S2, E, M, H120 grouped with the Mass strains into one clade (14). The secondary structure of IBV E protein was predicted by using TMHMM Server v.2.0 through online submission (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM), and the results were collected and analyzed by comparing the data manually. As secondary structure prediction, tree types of structures have been detected through the data. The HKM3 has a different morphology. For more precise evaluation more biophysics and biochemistry should be carried out.

Therefore, it is safe to conclude that 4.91 like strains were predominant strains based on E gene that circulating in commercial chicken farms in Iran. Although that new genotype has been entered. In conclusion, the present study has demonstrated that the circulating IBV strains in commercial flocks in Iran based on E gene had were genetically diverse and underwent continuing evolution. Regarding the developing of turkey and pheasant breeding in Iran, Authors suggest that some researches and studies have been done and designed on Turkey and pheasant corona viruses. As high adverse effect of IBV on Iranian poultry industry for more detailed information and recombinant analysis, whole genome sequencing of Iranian IBV gene will be done.

This study manifests the importance of continuous surveillance and complete sequencing of old and new IBV strains in order to better prepare for next epidemic or pandemic outbreaks of IBV infections in commercial flocks.
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